Danielle Dobson – Testimonials
https://www.codeconversations.com.au/speaker-danielle-dobson/
“The insights from Danielle’s research and her counsel have been invaluable in
helping us not only define the event itself, but in thinking about what helps or
hinders our approach, always with outcomes and impact at the forefront of her
guidance. It was a pleasure to have Danielle host our Women in Leadership
event.”
Carly Little, General Manager of People, Safety & Sustainability at Workwear
Group

“Thank you for you thought provoking keynote, during the Junior Chamber
International Australia, National Convention. Your passion, knowledge and
delivery were exceptional for our members. It is always fabulous to listen to a
meaningful keynote, but truly memorable to witness the audience relate and
engage. Thank you once again Danielle, keep doing great work!”
Sarah Lisle Manager, Research Entities, University of Wollongong

“Danielle is warm and engaging and her personal story allows us to look inside
ourselves to discover our own code.”
Peter Kellaway, Senior Project Manager Building, Wollongong City Council

“It was a different way to look at leveraging what we already have, rather than
thinking we need to spend time on a totally new skill set. It was very
encouraging as it made me realise it is more achievable than I
originally thought.”
Ellie Smith, Convenor, CPA Women in Business
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“Danielle presents from a position of authority with her wealth of experience in
business and as a mother. Brimming with positivity, she really expresses her
passion for breaking the Gender Code
Tony Holmwood, Infor EAM Consultant, Infrastructure Nation Pty Ltd

“Loved Danielle’s presentation. Powerful and insightful. Important to help
consider how the Gender Code affects me but how I can change it too.”
Joanna Kemp, Team Leader, Aftercare

“Danielle’s warmth, passion and knowledge is outstanding. She challenges
everyone to rethink their own code and grow.”
Jaqui Lane, Business book Author & Founder, The Book Advisor

“It was a really outstanding presentation and a great topic.”
Monica Parkin, Author/Keynote Speaker/Podcast Host/Director of Community
Engagement

“Danielle is leading the charge for women in leadership through empowering
conversations…[with] the wisdom, knowledge and passion to create a new
environment for women in business. Her ability to naturally interact with the
audience and draw on real stories opens up the discussions that need to keep
happening. From her link to her mum moment to stories she shared she was
engaging, informative and a perfect choice for audiences with any background
and experience.
The feedback from this session was outstanding with the women in the group
inspired and encouraged to take the learning and break the gender code.
Personally, I have not been able to put her book down. Reading it has meant
that a lightbulb in my heart and mind has been turned on.
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I highly recommend Danielle as a speaker, a facilitator, for online and in person
events. Bravo Danielle on everything that you are doing. Your book will remain
front and centre on my bookshelf.
Mia Maze, Marketing & Communications Boss, She’s The Boss

“Danielle Dobson is an authentic, inspiring and talented leader, speaker and
facilitator who exhibits the qualities of a true change agent. Her intellect,
communication style and insights influence teams and individuals who have the
opportunity to hear her speak, or who participate in her powerful programs.

Danielle’s passion is driven by her deeply held values, skills and expertise in
finance, research, interpersonal relationships, coaching and speaking. She has a
unique ability to educate and empower others to challenge the status quo and
join forces to analyse, understand, design and build diverse, inclusive and high
performing workplaces (with results reflected in ROI).
She engages the most powerful conversations and processes that motivate
positive change.
Lyn Hawkins, Managing Director at Business Women Australia
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